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The developer reserves the right to make modifications and/or substitutes to floor plans, project design, material specifications & features without 
notice. Plans are not to scale and all features, dimensions, sizes, specifications, layouts and materials are approximate and provided for information 

purposes only and are not represented as being the actual final features, dimensions, sizes, specifications, layouts and materials. E&OE.

mainlinelivingcommunities

Elm
Studio | Hillside

393 sq.ft
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393.8 ft²
STUDIO

scale:
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date:

300, 640 - 8 Avenue S.W.
Calgary, AB  T2P 1G7
T +1 403 233 2525
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A005UNIT TYPE E - STUDIO
219-137HUDSON BAY LANDING - PHASE 3 925 Victoria Street W, KAMLOOPS, BC
01/04/21
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mainlinelivingcommunities

Clover
1 Bed | Trailside

744 sq.ft
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mainlinelivingcommunities

Aster
1 Bed + Den | Cliffside

769 sq.ft
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Foxtail
1 Bed + Den | Hillside

677 sq.ft

W\D
R F

DW

677.8 ft²
1 BED + DEN
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A003 UNIT TYPE C -1 BED AND DEN
219-137 HUDSON BAY LANDING -PHASE 3925 Victoria Street W, KAMLOOPS, BC
01/04/21

Living
15’6’’ x 11’11’’

Den
9’11’’ x 8’2’’

Bedroom
10’11’’ x 9’3’’
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mainlinelivingcommunities

Cottonwood
2 Bed | Hillside

827 sq.ft

PAN.

DW

W/D
827.6 ft²
2 BED
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A001 UNIT TYPE A -2 BED
219-137 HUDSON BAY LANDING -PHASE 3925 Victoria Street W, KAMLOOPS, BC
01/04/21

Bedroom
10’11’’ x 9’2’’

Living
16’8’’ x 10’7’’

Bedroom
11’5’’ x 9’8’’




